Computer Applications
4th Erica Lam

Financial Analysis and Decision Making
2nd Joel Jantzen

Financial Concepts
2nd Joel Jantzen
5th Jeff Hicks

Help Desk
1st Gabe Williamson

Hospitality Management
2nd Shelbi Svoboda

Human Resource Management
1st Shelbi Svoboda

Justice Administration
7th Jordan Clark

Management Analysis and Decision Making
5th Jay Carter and Cole Malmberg
9th Eric Holley and Dan Kistler

Marketing Analysis and Decision Making
2nd Katie Weander

Retail Management
1st Erica Lam
9th Katie Weander

Sports Management and Marketing
3rd Cole Malmberg

Telecommunications
1st Gabe Williamson

Website Development
4th Jeff Hicks, Matt Lam, Ethan Simmons

Who’s Who in National Phi Beta Lambda
Megan Boice
Chris Reznicek

National Officer
Parliamentarian-Chris Reznicek